Department of Polymer Engineering
Proposal Examination Form

Graduate Student: ___________________________ ID# _____________ Date____/____/____

Committee Chair: __________________________ (with signature) Advisor: _______________________

Proposed work as presented by the graduate student:
- Is well motivated with clear objectives □ Yes □ No □ In part
- Clearly addresses objectives □ Yes □ No □ In part
- Is placed in context with background □ Yes □ No □ In part
- Provides physical insight, not list of exp. □ Yes □ No □ In part
- Is comprehended by student □ Yes □ No □ In part
- Is logically presented □ Yes □ No □ In part
- Aligns with projected outcomes □ Yes □ No □ In part

Summary of proposal strengths:

Summary of proposal weaknesses and suggestions for improvement:

Fundamental examination:
# questions asked: _______
# questions comprehended: _______
# questions answered: _______

Specific areas of weakness and suggestions for improvement:

Proposal outcome:
□ Pass
□ Pass with recommendation. List recommendation ____________________________
□ Pass with contingency. List contingency _________________________________
□ Fail. Entire proposal must be retaken by __/___/___ (if taken for the first time)
□ Fail. The student has taken it for the second time.

Dissertation Committee: (Provide names only, no signature required)
Advisor: ____________________________
Committee Chair (DPE faculty member): _______________________
DPE Member ____________________________________________
Outside Member #1_______________________________________
Outside Member #2_______________________________________

Committee Chair to return the form to Deb Wilhite at the end of the examination.